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Genomic duplication, followed by divergence, contributes to organismal evolution. Several mechanisms, such as exon shuffling and alternative
splicing, are responsible for novel gene functions, but they generate homologous domains and do not usually lead to drastic innovation. Major
novelties can potentially be introduced by frameshift mutations and this idea can explain the creation of novel proteins. Here, we employ a strategy
using simulated protein sequences and identify 470 human and 108 mouse frameshift events that originate new gene segments. No obvious
interspecies overlap was observed, suggesting high rates of acquisition of evolutionary events. This inference is supported by a deficiency of TpA
dinucleotides in the protein-coding sequences, which decreases the occurrence of translational termination, even on the complementary strand.
Increased usage of the TGA codon as the termination signal in newer genes also supports our inference. This suggests that tolerated frameshift
changes are a prevalent mechanism for the rapid emergence of new genes and that protein-coding sequences can be derived from existing or
ancestral exons rather than from events that result in noncoding sequences becoming exons.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Protein-coding sequence; Frameshift; TpA dinucleotide; Termination codonGene and genome duplication, followed by divergence, is
thought to play a pivotal role in organismal evolution [1].
Indeed, a large number of duplicated genes have been identified
by DNA or protein sequence alignment and classified into gene
or supergene families [2]. Additionally, exon shuffling [3],
lateral gene transfer [4], gene fusion [5], and alternative splicing
[6] are known to be primary mechanisms behind the creation of
novel genes, thus contributing to the gene diversity observed
within specific genomes [7]. These mechanisms generate genes
and domains that are initially homologous to the original
sequences. Gradual divergence via sequence change helps to
explain the acquisition of new functions, but a considerable
proportion of unexplained genic complexity exists ([8–10] and⁎ Corresponding author. The Centre for Applied Genomics, Program in
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2006.06.009references therein). This suggests that mechanisms providing
significant opportunities to produce completely different pep-
tides have acted, or perhaps are still acting, on these genomes.
One mechanism that can generate completely different
peptidesarisingfromacommonprogenitorsequence is frameshift
translation [11,12]. Frameshifts have traditionally been consid-
ered as negative events that are occasionally associated with
disease [13]. However, if a frameshift occurs in a copy of a
duplicatedgene,onwhichselectivepressuremightbereduceddue
to functional redundancy, then the mutation may not be critical
[14,15]. When such new genes are translated, it is presumed that
most will not be functional, due mainly to the appearance of
premature termination codons [16]. Indeed, it has been suggested
that nonsense-mediated decay provides a protection mechanism
against the generation of harmful proteins [17].
Despite these facts, the paralogous nature of many coding
sequences suggests that our complex genomes evolved from a
relatively simple one [18], and primitive transcripts encoded by
Fig. 1. Designation of the six reading frames to detect frameshift translation events. Six possible reading frames, named Frames 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, are illustrated with a
double-stranded DNA fragment encoding an imaginary short peptide, MMMMPY. DNA and peptide sequences are shown in lowercase and uppercase, respectively.
Arrows indicate the direction from amino- to carboxy-terminus. Only peptide sequences of Frame 0 are the actual gene products. Others are virtual sequences used to
search for frameshift translations. Note that termination codons in Frames 1 and 3 are transliterated to X. The asterisk represents the termination signal for Frame 0.
Table 1
Numbers of detected query–subject pairs in the BLASTP analyses
Query (strand) Human Mouse
Frame 1 (+) 430 65
Frame 2 (+) 467 69
Frame 3 (–) 39 14
Frame 4 (–) 14 3
Frame 5 (–) 40 21
Total 990 172
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have been able to generate the observed genetic divergence.
Some cases of recent evolution of new genes via frameshift
have been reported [11,12]. For example, in bacteria the
sudden birth of an enzyme that degrades manmade nylon
oligomers was explained by a frameshift translation of a
preexisting coding sequence [19]. In eukaryotes, the Sdic gene
that codes for a testis-specific protein appeared in the lineage
of the fruit fly by fusion and shuffling of fragments of other
genes, followed by frameshift mutations [20]. Alternative
splicing has also been shown to generate frameshifts [6]. With
all these examples suggesting that such events have occurred
in the recent evolution of extant animals, we decided to
undertake genome-wide analyses of frameshift-related
duplications.
Based on Ohno's idea [18] as the framework, we present a
comprehensive frameshift analysis of human protein-coding
genes. We chose initially to assess the human genome because
of the high quantity of duplications [21,22] and the high quality
of the sequence and gene annotation. We employed a strategy
based on BLAST analysis [11] using simulated protein
sequences translated in silico as the query sequences. In our
analysis, duplication prior to a frameshift translation of one of
the copies is a prerequisite. However, we did not necessarily
limit our observations to literal DNA duplications. Frameshift
translation among transcriptional variants and translation of
antisense transcripts were also detected and considered because
they could generate new proteins without affecting the original
sequences. To evaluate the evolutionary significance of frame-
shifts, we also performed the same analysis on mouse protein-
coding genes. These analyses led to the finding that a
deficiency of TpA dinucleotides in the coding sequences may
make the coding sequences, and even their opposite strands,
more tolerant of frameshift translation. Also, our data suggest
that increased usage of the opal codon (TGA) as the termination
signal in these two species supports these observations. Our
study provides a new perspective on frameshift translation and
its role in evolution.Results and discussion
Initially, we assessed the human genome because of the
abundance of duplications it contains [21,22] and the advanced
state of its sequence annotation. We employed a strategy based
on BLAST analysis [11] using simulated protein sequences
translated in silico as the query sequences. To analyze
nonredundant human protein-coding nucleotide sequences, we
utilized 23,052 curated RefSeq mRNA sequences (mRNAs
with “XM_” nomenclature were not included since they tend to
lack experimental support). This RefSeq data set is widely
accepted as comprehensive, integrated, and well annotated. The
5′ and 3′ untranslated regions were removed and each complete
open reading frame sequence including the termination codon
was then computationally translated into all six possible reading
frames. In instances in which the shifted translation generated
termination codons they were transliterated into an unknown
amino acid “X” so as not to interrupt the translation. This
created six sets of proteins designated Frame 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
(Fig. 1), each containing 23,052 sequences. The Frame 0 set
contains the actual gene products and served as a subject
BLASTP database. Frames 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 contain “virtual”
sequences and were used as BLASTP query sequences to detect
frameshift events. Note that Frames 3, 4, and 5 are translated
products from the opposite DNA strand. In general, such
translations are not considered as “conservative” frameshift
events because they require additional changes such as an
insertion of a promoter sequence. Nevertheless, we included
692 K. Okamura et al. / Genomics 88 (2006) 690–697these in our analysis. We obtained 990 query–subject pairs
(Table 1), which were subsequently reduced to 470 frameshift
events by removing redundant hits (Supplemental Table S1).
The alignment length ranged from 17 to 397 amino acids, with
an average of 56 amino acids (Fig. 2). We performed the sameFig. 2. Two examples of alignments of the comprehensive frameshift analysis. In to
sequences. The subjects are curated peptide sequences within the RefSeq database, wh
(A) An amino acid alignment between HTR3C (NM_130770) and frameshifted HTR
Frame 1 of CRIPAK (NM_175918) matched with Frame 0 (the actual peptide sequenc
pattern (GTGCCCATGTGGAGTGCCCGCCTGCTCACAC) repeated 38 times in a
translated from each reading frame reiteratively appear as components of the amino a
intronless gene may have generated novel protein sequences. Note that the consensu
expected in a molecule of this length. All other query–subject alignments can be visearches using random control sequences and demonstrated
virtually no possibility of false positives from coincidental
sequences (see Methods).
The 470 frameshift events (Supplemental Table S2) could be
grouped into one of six categories based on physicaltal, 990 alignments were obtained by our analysis using human protein-coding
ile the queries are virtual peptides generated in silico by frameshifted translation.
3D (NM_182537) is shown. (B) The longest alignment is shown. In this case,
e) of itself (internal hit) in which a repeat element consisting of a 31-bp consensus
head-to-tail fashion. The pattern is unique in the genome and all three motifs
cid sequence. This tandem duplication, followed by frameshift translation, in this
s pattern does not contain the TpA dinucleotide, whereas one or two would be
ewed on our Web site (http://www.tcag.ca/~kohji/frameshift/).
Fig. 3. Examples of duplications followed by frameshift events that have led to structural divergence. (A) Tandem duplication creating HTR3C and HTR3D at 3q27.
These paralogues created by tandem duplication are serotonin receptors that share homologous protein sequences at their carboxy-termini. A subsequent frameshift
translation occurred within the first coding exon ofHTR3D, causing structural divergence. Three other gene pairs were duplicated but arranged in an inverted orientation
(e.g., TUBA1 and TUBA4 at 2q35). (B) Large gene families arising throughmultiple duplications. This category of 16 tandemly duplicated gene families is operationally
defined to contain more than 4 genes at the same locus. Examples include the olfactory receptor (OR3A family) genes shown, a zinc-finger gene family possessing
Kruppel-associated box domains, and the somatotropin/prolactin family. (C) Interspersed duplications. This group contains 193 interspersed duplications in which 2
discrete aligned genes reside at different chromosomal locations. (C1) The mitochondrial transporter genes SLC25A37 and SLC25A28, at 8p21 and 10q24, respectively,
situated between the ENTPD and the NKX family genes. ENTPD4 and ENTPD7 are paralogous, as is the case for NKX3-1 and NKX2-3. Therefore, the SLC25A37 and
SLC25A28 genes likely diverged by frameshift following an ancient duplication that included at least 3 genes. (C2) TheCYCS and RORA genes, which map to 7p15 and
15q22, respectively, represent another example, but they are not homologous genes. CYCS encodes somatic cytochrome c, while RORA encodes RAR-related orphan
receptor A. In the human genome (but not in mouse), a processed pseudogene of CYCS has been retrotransposed into the RORA locus in an antisense orientation.
Although this processed pseudogene appears inactive, RORA has incorporated part of its complementary sequence as one of its coding exons. (D) Overlapping gene
pairs [34]. 22 overlapping gene pairs (most sharing only one coding exon) having sequences translated in different reading frames; 2 and 20 pairs reside on the same or
opposite strand [35], respectively. (D1) TheMUTED and TXNDC5 genes reside on the same strand but share coding exons using different reading frames. (D2)C9orf10
and its overlapping transcript C9orf10OS on 9q22. C9orf10 is a paralogue of the transmembrane encoding gene CXorf17. These paralogues, along with their
neighboring genes, WNK2 on 9q22 and WNK3 on Xp11, respectively, appear to have been created by a duplication that predates the frameshift translation. After
duplication, the overlapping transcriptC9orf10OSwas generated, which uses a frameshift translation ofC9orf10. (E) Internal frameshifts. This group contains 15 genes
whose frameshifted queries hit their original protein sequences due to short direct repeats present in their coding sequences. For example, PTPRH contains five
repetitions of a 267-bp sequence, each encoding a single exon (exons 3 to 7). Only exon 5, however, codes for a different amino acid sequence arising due to a frameshift.
Other examples includeCRIPAK, CDR1, and AD7C-NTP, which are all intronless genes. The coding sequence of AD7C-NTP consists of a cluster of different Alu repeat
sequences and the cDNA begins with a poly(A) tract. However, even with these features its mRNA and the predicted encoded protein are expressed in brain. From these
examples, we observe that reading different frames of a repetitive sequence could generate new domains. (F) Alternatively spliced variants. This group contains 208
pairs arising due to frameshift translation of alternatively spliced variants at a single gene locus. DNMT2, which possesses multiple splicing variants, represents one
examplewhereby skipping the third coding exon creates a frameshift spanning the three subsequent exons. In all depictions, hashmarks highlight protein-coding regions
that have undergone a frameshift creating diverged protein sequences. In each case, this frameshifted region consists of only a single exon except in D1 and F. Regions of
homology within the same frame are marked in gray, while unique sequence is marked in black. Thin arrows indicate transcription orientation while broad arrows
indicate duplicated elements (in A and E). For A, B, C1, and D2, the intron–exon organizations are omitted. For others, noncoding exons are not shown.
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Table 2
Codon usage (%) a of human protein-coding sequences
TTT 1.72 TCT 1.54 TAT 1.22 TGT 1.05
TTC 1.95 TCC 1.74 TAC 1.48 TGC 1.21
TTA 0.79 TCA 1.25 TAA 0 TGA 0.00 b
TTG 1.29 TCG 0.45 TAG 0 TGG 1.22
CTT 1.33 CCT 1.80 CAT 1.10 CGT 0.46
CTC 1.88 CCC 1.98 CAC 1.49 CGC 1.03
CTA 0.71 CCA 1.75 CAA 1.27 CGA 0.63
CTG 3.89 CCG 0.70 CAG 3.48 CGG 1.15
ATT 1.63 ACT 1.34 AAT 1.75 AGT 1.26
ATC 2.03 ACC 1.84 AAC 1.90 AGC 1.96
ATA 0.75 ACA 1.52 AAA 2.54 AGA 1.20
ATG 2.17 ACG 0.61 AAG 3.21 AGG 1.16
GTT 1.13 GCT 1.85 GAT 2.27 GGT 1.09
GTC 1.42 GCC 2.76 GAC 2.54 GGC 2.22
GTA 0.73 GCA 1.62 GAA 3.09 GGA 1.70
GTG 2.78 GCG 0.73 GAG 4.03 GGG 1.61
a Total number of codons: n=12,498,580.
b The usage of the opal (TGA) codon is not technically equal to 0, unlike
usage of the other two termination codons, because in rare cases it encodes
selenocysteine (52 and 29 such opal codons were found inside of coding
sequences of human and mouse, respectively).
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included (A) 16 tandemly duplicated gene pairs, (B) 16 large
tandemly duplicated gene families containing more than 4 genes
at the same locus, (C) 193 interspersed duplications, (D) 22
overlapping gene pairs having sequences translated in different
reading frames on the same or opposite strand, (E) 15 genes
whose frameshifted queries hit their original protein sequences
due to short direct repeats present in their coding sequences, and
(F) 208 pairs arising due to frameshift translation of
alternatively spliced variants at a single gene locus.
We performed the same analysis of the mouse genome and
detected 108 events (Supplemental Tables S1 and S3). This
lower value compared to human is most likely explained by (i) a
greater proportion of mouse alternatively spliced variants
having not yet been assigned RefSeq accession numbers
beginning with “NM_” and (ii) the decreased frequency of
segmental duplications in the mouse genome, compared with
human [23]. There were only two cases of genes frameshifted in
both human and mouse (Cdkn2a and Cdkn2b; Rbm4 and
Rbm4b), but the shifted fragments are different between
orthologous genes (Supplemental Table S1), indicating that
they represent independent events in the mouse and human
lineages. This suggests that frameshifts occur frequently in
evolution.
Contrary to our expectations, a large number of query–
subject pairs were detected using the opposite reading frames
(Figs. 3C2 and D2). In one case of internal frameshifts (Fig. 3E),
oddly enough, the entire coding sequence of the AD7C-NTP
gene consists of five Alu sequences [24]. Frameshift translations
of Alu sequences were also detected in 14 other genes
(Supplemental Table S2), suggesting a contribution of retro-
transposition. In three instances, the opposite strands are used as
coding sequences. Interestingly, in both human and mouse, we
observed that queries of Frames 3 and 5 detectedmore frameshift
pairs than when using Frame 4 (human Frame 3 vs Frame 4,
p=0.0005; Frame 5 vs Frame 4, p=0.0003 (both Pearson's χ2
test); mouse Frame 3 vs Frame 4, p=0.003; Frame 5 vs Frame 4,
p=0.00005 (both Fisher's exact test, mid-p value)) (Table 1).
Frame 3 vs Frame 5 in human or in mouse is not statistically
significantly different (both Pearson's χ2 test). Frame 5 is the
antisense reading frame, which utilizes the same three base pairs
as the original frame (Fig. 1). Since termination codons are the
principal obstacle for frameshift translation in vivo, we
examined their usage and that of their complementary codons.
We calculated the usage frequency of all 64 codons in human and
mouse protein coding sequences in the actual reading frame,
Frame 0 (Table 2 and Supplemental Table S4, respectively).
Noticeably, the usage of codons containing a CpG dinucleotide
was low (0.45–1.15%). Moreover, as expected, the usage of
codons complementary to the termination codons (TTA, CTA,
and TCA) was also low (0.79, 0.71, and 1.25%, respectively),
providing one explanation for the abundance of Frame 5 pairs.
Furthermore, low usage of two other codons, ATA and GTA,
was observed. A common feature of these low-usage codons
(including the termination codons) is that they contain the TpA
dinucleotide. Also, other such low-usage codons, TAT and
TAC, encode the scarce amino acid tyrosine. Subsequently, as acontrol, we calculated all 16 possible dinucleotide frequencies
appearing in protein coding sequences, as well as the
frequencies in the genome (Table 3). The frequency of the
TpA dinucleotide was low in coding sequences as expected
(3.2%, total number of dinucleotides: n=37,472,548), but was
not low in the genome (6.6%, n=2,866,094,996). In fact, the
frequency was lower than that of the CpG content in human,
and a similar suppression of frequency was observed in other
mammals, namely chicken, zebrafish, fruit fly, and nematode.
This observation could explain why the Frame 3 query detected
more frameshifts than did Frame 4, as Frame 3 is the antisense
reading frame in which the first and second nucleotide
positions correspond to the second and first nucleotides,
respectively, of the original reading frame (Fig. 1). The TpA
dinucleotide makes up the first two nucleotides of the ochre
(TAA) and amber (TAG) codons, and its complementary
dinucleotide is also TpA, which would occupy the same
nucleotide position of Frame 3. Therefore, the scarcity of TpA
dinucleotides in coding regions reduces the occurrence of ochre
and amber codons in Frame 3.
We interpret our data as evidence that protein-coding
sequences can be tolerant of frameshift translation events,
including transcripts arising on the antisense strand (see Fig.
3C1). The observed differences between the usage of the
termination codons in various organisms is intriguing (Table 4).
In mammals, almost half of all genes use the opal (TGA) codon
as their termination signal (Table 4). This codon lacks the TpA
dinucleotide. In contrast, invertebrates use opal codons less
frequently. The increase in the usage of the opal codon seems to
correlate with the degree of gene or genome duplicity. It is
plausible that in vertebrates, and especially in mammals, new
coding sequences are created from existing coding sequences.
Existing coding sequences would be preferred over intronic or
intergenic sequences because of the low incidence of termination
signals. If this were not the case, then the low frequency of TpA
dinucleotide in coding sequences would not have been
Table 4
Usage (%) of termination codons for all protein coding genes in each species
Species RefSeq
genes (n)
Ochre
TAA (%)
Amber
TAG (%)
Opal
TGA (%)
Mammal-unique a 149 24.2 22.1 53.7
Human 23,052 28.1 22.1 49.8
Mouse 17,950 27.2 23.6 49.2
Chicken 2578 34.9 20.6 44.5
Zebrafish 6673 34.8 18.3 46.9
Vertebrate-unique a 322 27.0 26.4 46.6
Fruit fly 18,708 40.6 34.0 25.4
Nematode 21,119 48.9 17.7 33.4
Baker's yeast 5862 47.4 22.9 29.7
a Lineage-unique genes are defined as human genes without orthologues
outside the reference lineage Thus, mammal-unique genes have a more recent
origin than vertebrate-unique genes (see Methods).
Table 3
Dinucleotide frequency (%) of seven species
Species Sequence TpT TpC TpA TpG CpT CpC CpA CpG ApT ApC ApA ApG GpT GpC GpA GpG n
Human Genomic 9.80 5.94 6.56 7.27 7.00 5.21 7.25 0.99 7.72 5.03 9.77 6.99 5.05 4.27 5.93 5.21 2,866,094,996
Coding 5.10 5.74 3.17 7.87 7.01 7.66 7.94 3.23 5.23 5.53 7.17 8.01 4.55 6.94 7.61 7.23 37,472,548
Mouse Genomic 9.16 6.22 6.37 7.45 7.32 5.21 7.44 0.84 7.39 5.32 9.14 7.32 5.33 4.06 6.22 5.21 2,684,359,777
Coding 5.07 6.05 3.14 8.06 7.41 7.51 8.07 3.03 5.08 5.70 6.63 8.07 4.76 6.78 7.59 7.05 26,275,457
Chicken Genomic 9.62 5.94 6.04 7.69 7.25 4.75 7.67 1.07 7.20 5.20 9.60 7.24 5.22 4.84 5.94 4.75 1,053,903,555
Coding 5.17 5.52 3.35 7.99 6.71 6.46 7.95 3.38 5.54 5.71 7.81 8.11 4.63 6.83 7.99 6.85 3,849,170
Zebrafish Genomic 11.14 5.24 8.03 7.29 5.72 3.51 7.29 1.77 9.22 5.62 11.14 5.72 5.62 3.92 5.24 3.51 1,337,373,946
Coding 5.10 6.36 3.07 7.93 6.78 5.87 8.27 3.68 5.48 6.07 7.09 8.10 5.11 6.34 8.25 6.49 8,313,882
Fruit fly Genomic 10.14 5.55 6.35 6.86 5.43 4.67 6.86 4.15 8.10 5.22 10.13 5.43 5.23 5.67 5.54 4.67 127,950,727
Coding 4.59 6.00 3.14 6.89 5.67 6.82 8.15 6.42 5.73 6.10 6.80 6.87 4.65 8.16 7.36 6.67 31,591,653
Nematode Genomic 13.54 6.21 6.34 6.19 5.07 3.36 6.19 3.12 8.85 4.83 13.53 5.06 4.83 3.33 6.21 3.34 100,291,746
Coding 8.21 7.03 4.21 7.18 5.44 4.00 7.34 4.25 8.22 5.65 10.60 6.04 4.79 4.38 8.29 4.37 27,619,072
Baker's yeast Genomic 10.8 6.20 7.43 6.44 5.80 3.90 6.47 2.92 9.02 5.26 10.87 5.83 5.24 3.73 6.22 3.87 12,156,285
Coding 8.84 5.58 6.58 6.59 5.33 3.95 6.93 2.97 8.64 5.82 11.79 6.53 4.81 3.84 7.43 4.36 8,730,255
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opal codons as the termination signals of the new coding
sequences, thus raising the proportion of opal codons relative to
ochre and amber codons. Indeed, up to 53.7% of mammal-
specific genes, which can be considered “young genes,” use the
opal codon, in contrast to the older set of vertebrate-unique
genes, in which opal codon usage is only 46.6%. Therefore, the
high usage of the opal codon in mammals provides further
support for frequent occurrence and accumulation of frameshift
translated proteins.
Stop codon usage bias in various eukaryotes was reported
recently [25], andwhile the authors also observedmore usage of the
opal codon in higher eukaryotes, they did not explain the
mechanism. They did, however, find that the ochre codon (TAA),
which is highly used in lower eukaryotes, is closely related to loop
structures of mRNA [25]. The ochre codon and its loop structures
might contribute an important role in termination of protein
synthesis in these organisms. Such a system might have become
obsolete to give rise to a larger variety of genes in higher
eukaryotes. They also reported that specific nucleotides, C andG as
well as G and A, are often found upstream and downstream,
respectively, of the TGA stop codon. This tendency was not
observed around the other two stop codons. This fact strongly
supports our explanation of the higher frequency of the opal codon
inmammals being caused by frameshift becauseCTG,GTG,GAG,
and GAA are highly frequent trinucleotides in protein-coding
sequences (see Table 2).
The deficiency of TpA, in addition to CpG, was reported
by Ohno, through examination of some target genes, and was
proposed to be used to distinguish between regulatory and
coding regions [26]. Moreover, this group described the
asymmetric dinucleotide composition between coding and
noncoding regions and also the symmetric composition of two
complementary DNA strands in coding regions [27]. We
confirmed their observation using complete genome
sequences. In our interpretation, a large number of protein-
coding sequences must have been derived from ancestral
coding sequences irrespective of their reading frames.
Exonization of intronic sequences in rodents has been reported
to be another potential source for the appearance of newcoding sequences [28]. Although this is also plausible, the
explanation of the origin of introns is not fully resolved [29].
To cover the whole genic scenario from the early evolutionary
stages, which lacked introns, a combination of the presence of
oligomeric repeats and their frameshift translation seems
preferable [11,19]. Our observations can also help to explain
why some genes contain dual or multiple coding regions [30].
Additionally, owing to the deficiency of the TpA dinucleo-
tide, coding sequences and their antisense strands appear
tolerant of frameshift translation, which is still an active
process in genome evolution. This feature of coding
sequences has likely contributed, and is still contributing, to
ongoing increases in the complexity of human and other
genomes.
Methods
Protein-coding sequences and frameshift translation in silico and
random control sets
WedownloadedGenBank-formattedRefSeq sequences for humanandmouse
(March 2005) and performed six-frame translation. Of the mRNA sequences,
99.9% began with the initiation codon and all ended with one of the three
termination codons. The five sets of BLASTP analyses were performed with
default parameters, except for the conservative use of a more stringent expected
696 K. Okamura et al. / Genomics 88 (2006) 690–697value (E≤10−5). All BLAST results were subsequently parsed to eliminate
low-quality matches (≤60% sequence identity), which conservatively pre-
cludes the detection of old frameshift events. In the few cases in which a query
sequence hit several subjects (likely due to sequence duplication), we used
only the subject hit with the highest score. This conservative approach selected
for the most related frameshift instead of recurrent frameshifts. Alignment data
are available on our Web site (http://www.tcag.ca/~kohji/frameshift/) and the
990 and 172 structurally classified query–subject pairs are in Supplemental
Tables S2 and S3, respectively.
As a control for false positives, which might be derived from coincidental
sequences rather than actual frameshift events, we performed the same search
using a random control set of 23,052 sequences. We generated 10 random
nucleotide sequence sets (23,052 sequences for each) and translated them in all
six reading frames. In this design we imitated the initiation and termination
codons and the frequencies of each of the nucleotides in coding sequences (T
22%, C 26%, A 26%, and G 26%), which were calculated in this study using
both human and mouse whole coding sequences. None of the random sequences
contain internal termination codons. Upon BLASTP analysis, we could detect
no hits by our criteria. When we relaxed the conditions, nine alignments (far
below the acceptable alignment limits; available on the site shown above) were
obtained in the 10 reiterations. Hence, there is virtually no possibility of
containing false positives derived from coincidental sequences. The stringent
criteria we used would not detect an ancient event that occurred prior to the
divergence between primates and rodents.
Calculation of usage of all codons
The same coding sequence sets used in the frameshift translation analyses
for human and mouse were used as nonredundant data sets. Termination codons
at the end of each sequence were excluded. The TGA codon encoding
selenocysteine [31] was enumerated (the numbers are shown in the footnote to
Table 2). Calculations were performed with a three-nucleotide sliding window.
Codons including an ambiguous nucleotide(s) were excluded from the
population. The calculation in coding sequences was performed using only
the coding strand. For the whole-genome frequencies, only one strand was used,
as any dinucleotide frequency is approximately equal to its complementary
dinucleotide frequency [32].
Calculation of usage of termination codons
RefSeq data were used for all seven species and in all cases we chose all
sequences having accession numbers beginning with “NM_” as a nonredundant
data set. For yeast, only those sequences whose protein accession numbers begin
with either “NP_” or “YP_” were chosen. The numbers of genes used in a
species are shown in Table 4. We confirmed that all the entries ended with one of
the three termination codons. TGA codons encoding selenocysteine were not
counted. Hence, the denominator for the usage of termination signals was equal
to the number of genes.
Calculation of frequencies of dinucleotides
We used genomic sequence data from UCSC (hg17 based on build 35) to
calculate the frequencies of dinucleotides in genomes, as well as protein-coding
sequences. Only the coding strand was used for the analysis. Similarly, for
whole-genomic sequences, one of the two strands (the strand stored in the
database) was used [32]. Calculations were performed with a one-nucleotide
sliding window. Dinucleotides that included an ambiguous nucleotide(s) were
excluded.
Determination of categories of genes of different ages
Lineage-unique genes were identified by a modification of the methods by
Mar Albà and Castresana [33]. Human proteins were used to identify any
homologous gene product in several different eukaryotic genomes by means of
BLASTP (default parameters). To avoid false positives, we examined only a set
of high-coverage genomes (mouse, torafugu, fruit fly, and nematode). We
conservatively considered that a homologue of the human protein was present inanother eukaryote if there was at least one BLASTP hit with an expected value
of less than 10−4. Two different age categories were defined. Human genes with
othologues only in mouse were labeled as “mammal-unique,” and genes with
orthologues only in mouse and torafugu were labeled as “vertebrate-unique.”We
did not establish older age categories, so as to avoid false positives caused by
highly diverged orthologues. Neither did we try to define a set of very young
“human-unique” genes, because the lack of coverage of the chimpanzee genome
would also have induced a high proportion of false positives.
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